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Abstract

This work presents Flow, an open-source Python library enabling the application of distributed reinforcement learning (RL) to mixed-autonomy traffic control tasks, in which autonomous vehicles, human-driven vehicles, and infrastructure interact. Flow integrates SUMO, a traffic microsimulator, with RLlib, a distributed reinforcement learning library. Using Flow, researchers can programatically design new traffic networks, specify experiment configurations, and apply control to autonomous vehicles and intelligent infrastructure. We have used Flow to train autonomous vehicles to improve traffic flow in a wide variety of representative traffic scenarios; the results and scripts to generate the networks and perform training have been integrated into Flow as benchmarks. Community use of Flow is central to its design; extensibility and clarity were considered throughout development. Flow is available for open-source use at flow-project.github.io and github.com/flow-project/flow.

1 Introduction

We describe the design and motivation behind Flow, an open-source library linking deep reinforcement libraries rllab and RLlib with SUMO, a microscopic (vehicle-level) traffic simulator. This work will describe the design of Flow, the way it links existing open-source libraries and tools, and our focus on creating a valuable tool for the community.

Ease of use for the general community guided the development of Flow, particularly our recent work. Much of our work in recent months has centered around improving the usability and scalability of Flow. Flow includes publicly-available Dockerfiles for running Flow experiments on Amazon EC2 and for containerizing an instance of Flow for users to try locally. All of Flow’s development
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Figure 1: Process diagram describing the reinforcement learning training process and interactions between SUMO, Flow, and the libraries used to train.

is public through our GitHub repository at [github.com/flow-project/flow](https://github.com/flow-project/flow), we use GitHub's included project management tools to log issues, review pull requests from contributors, and prioritize development tasks. Any users are free to create issues and contribute to Flow. The Flow Google Group is another resource for users to ask questions of the community. Users may familiarize themselves with Flow using a series of tutorials in Jupyter Notebook format as well as our documentation on ReadTheDocs.

## 2 Preview of Demonstration

Our demonstration will highlight the variety of tasks that Flow facilitates. We will show scenario and road network generation in Flow, various methods of vehicle-level control, and representative results on key traffic control benchmarks.

### 2.1 Scenario Generation

Pythonic scenario generation is a core feature of Flow. Road networks such as multi-lane ring roads, figure-eight intersection networks, grid networks with traffic lights, and merge scenarios are programatically generated by specifying the shape and properties of their corresponding directed graph, enabling easy modification of existing networks. Some networks in Flow are displayed in Figure 2. Map data import from OpenStreetMap, a public collaborative mapping project, is supported out of the box as well. Scenarios can be specified using XML in Python generator files if users wish to create a new type of programatically generated road network.

Vehicle properties, traffic light behavior, network inflows, and more can be specified in code, using Python files specifying an experiment. Experiments in Flow include the number and type of vehicles, road scenario, network, RL algorithm used, and any relevant parameters.

### 2.2 Control

Flow supports pre-specified control approaches as well as control using reinforcement learning. Popular longitudinal vehicle controllers regulating speed and acceleration like IDM are included in Flow, among others. Such controllers can be used to model human driving for evaluation in performance baselines or simulating human behavior in mixed-autonomy settings. Lateral behavior for vehicles can be specified as well; users can use SUMO’s built-in lane-changing models or disable lane-changing entirely. Custom controllers can be implemented in a straightforward fashion as well,
for users of Flow who seek to test or develop traffic control methods independent of reinforcement learning.

Training agents to act in environments defined by traffic scenarios in Flow using RL is a core focus of the library. Flow includes an RLController class used by vehicles that act according to the outputs of the policy being trained. The demonstration will show the process of specifying and then training an experiment consisting of both RL-controlled vehicles and vehicles controlled by human driver models. Policies trained using reinforcement learning can be replayed and benchmarked to analyze the effectiveness of RL control compared to baseline settings. A video of one such trained policy can be viewed on YouTube in which one autonomous vehicle stabilizes 21 other vehicles on a single-lane ring road, as studied by Sugiyama et al. [2] and Stern et al. [3].

2.3 Benchmarks

Our recent work released benchmarks for the deep reinforcement learning community to create controllers for mixed-autonomy settings [4]. Benchmarks are important in the RL community because they allow researchers to measure algorithm performance and make empirical comparisons between RL algorithms. MuJoCo [5] and the Arcade Learning Environment [6] are existing benchmarks for RL tools frequently used to evaluate the performance of reinforcement learning methods [7] [8] [9] [10]. Flow includes four benchmarks representing distinct traffic control tasks to encourage progress in the community of traffic control using reinforcement learning [4]. Users of Flow can test new RL approaches on these benchmarks and compare their performance in key traffic-related metrics to the highest-performing solutions thus far. This performance scoreboard will be publicly available.

3 Conclusion

Flow is a Python library linking deep reinforcement learning libraries with traffic microsimulation. Users of Flow could use the entire library as the core of a workflow that includes the design of traffic networks, specification of Markov decision processes, and an iterative process to train traffic-mitigating agents. They might also use components of Flow to aid in answering other questions, such as a rapid benchmarking tool for RL algorithms, a testbed for classical control techniques, or others. Future considerations around the development of Flow center around how to make use of the library as straightforward as possible for outside users. We look forward to discussions at the MLOSS workshop regarding community building, best practices for development, and guiding principles.
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